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REPORT.
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issues still remains, it is not
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May Rule.
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looms larger and larger in the crisis
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.
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hearing from Mr. Meyer. the city of Paducah unless authorized to Louisiana, to the entire south and
New York, Aug. 24.—In view of re- the sun starts to rest. The cleating
way by Japanege reciegion and
arti- It seems that the so-ca
even to the civilized world. If it ports from St., Loui
lled protocols by statue or ordinance. The penalty
s with regard to up which is going on in the case
cle 5 settled by compromise, the
could he demonstrated as a scientific meetings there
only signed at yesterday's sessi
of stockholders of makes this fear much more reasonons of the for the violation of this ordinance
thing which remained was the inde
fact that the fever could be stamped the Tennesse Centr
m- conference were not protocoli
e
al railroad, in- able than it would appear at first
nity which has been a stone
at all, was fixed at $to.
out before the frosts, the industrial terests
wall in the proper sense of the
in this' city said Tuesday they thought.
word. They 'An ordinance wee given first pasacross the path of a complete agree
development of the state would be had
Dr. Sights brilughp hack with him
no knowledge of any negotiament. Under the financial head, Rus were simply what in diplomacy ,are sage regulating the standing of given
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h
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Dr. Devron, writing to the state purphased
the of the Meetings. In Russian
by one of the Southern out by Cairo. It is filled out in his
they filth, refuse matter or fruit peelings boar
maintenance of the Russian priso
ners are called "procotols," and as
d of health, describes the con
roads. Representatives of the Louis- name and was wits" by him yesterday
the Rus on the street and making the fine
in Japan. Het- cession of the Chine
tions
at Leeville as pitiable, with 170 yule Se Nashville road
se oan secretary made the
and the Atlan- in Cairo. It is said to be the same
announce- from five to ten dollars. It was
Eastern railroad also will place
a ment, the word employed led to
amended from its second passage of cases of ytIlow fever and 200 cases tic Coast Line said the Tennessee kind of ironclad protectiVe certificate
tidy sum in the Japanese exche
a
of dengue, and only two doctors to Central was a parall
quer, misunderstanding'. As the confe
el and competing Memphis is using and is cayed a conrence the lower hoard so as to include that
but further than that Mr. Witte
atten
d the patients. Dr. Ralph 0. line and therefore could not
has had sat on seven different deys,
be ab- ditional permit. In explanang this
when no vehicle when -not in use shall be
as yet no instructions to go. So
Marone-, formerly of the navy, start- sorbed by uhe Louisville
the he said seven of the proto
Si Nashville. certicate last night Dr. Sights said
cols had allowed td remain in the streets.
eituation stood yesterday when the
The action of the council was•con- ed today for Leeville, and the board Even as a matter of policy the Louis- it was issued in accordance Altit a
canference adjourned until Saturday. teen signed, four yesterday and three
will send additional nurses .and doc- ville.- & Nashville interests
previ
ously
,
the
hasty
curre
conclusion was
d in regarding the extension of
had never plan of. protection suggested he Dr.
But the president did not surre
tor, as soon as it can collect them entertained the thought
nder. drawn that he meant the proct
of acquiring Egan, secretary of the Illinois state
• He carried his appeal for peace
ocols water mains.
It is desired tt) prevent an exodus of the Tennessee Central,
to the
board of health and adopted by the
A petition was, read from several
throne of the Romanoffe, to the au- of seven articles only had been signLeeville people to New Orleans
the
ed.
It is aho recalled that when the Cairo board of health last Tuesday
property owners asking that Guthrie
thor of the dream reduced armament
street be so repaired as to drain into to increase the infection here, and cSy of Nashville subscribed $1,000,- and now the only one being issned.
and universal peace. Ambassador
AWA
ITI
NG
DEVELOPMENTS. Tennessee street. The matter was for that reason the board is anxious 00o of Tennessee Central stock at These permits, according to a stateMeyer'. three-hours' audience with
referred to the board of pohlic works. to give all assistance possible to Dr. par fist the completion of the road to ment made to Dr. Sights, are being
Emperor Nicholas yesterday during
Devron.
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Bay, N. Y. Aug. e4.—PresiClerlesviile, Tenn., the citizens made required of everybody corning into
a
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the very time when the plenipoten
tia dent Roosevelt is awaiting devel
Open
s
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s.
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provision that the road ohoukt Cairo, even the attaches of the mills
of
public works ISNIS received and
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in , the sewerage _district must
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ferencea may have proved the decid
pi coast except infected Mississippi Southern railway interests made pos- ly in supplying them to those
- to Emperor Nicholas of Riosi
is his
a he connect with the sanitary sewers.
ing factor.
City,
hut
still refugee to have any itive denials that they harbored any can secure them.
does not feel that he can go at this 'A communication
from the board communicatio
No Clew Received.
n with New Orleans. idlea of acquiring the road.
time. There are reasons for the of public works
To get into Cairo now all persons,
There is yet no clue to the response
was received re- Wilson, La,
has quarantined all
statements that the president alio garding die placing
a, the Citizen of that city says, "will
Mr. Meyer received from Emperor
of pole, at street freight train
s that run south of
he required to have a permit issued
AGRARIAN DISORDERS.
Nicholas, but it is already in Presi has made some representations to the corners for the names and numbers Bato Roug
- Tolcio government, but whether
e
n
on
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i
Valthe state or local health officers.
of
the streets. They reported that
they
dent Roosevelt's possession and
ley. Responding to protests, the Illi- Peasa
he were made direct to the Japanese t the blisclekpain
nts Destroying Property of They cart write for a permit and it
tecl poles would 'cost
is in a position today to deter
nois Central has given orders to run
mine peror is not known. No confi
will be mailed to them. This permit
$4.45 each and the galvanized poles
rnuet
•
iris next step. If the emperor
Land Owners.
its mom trains andethose on the Valde- of the report, however, is obta
will not admit them to Cairo until
inabk $4.85 each and the cost of erecting
clines absolutely to yield, there
ley at full speed through Kenner and
troy here. Acting Secretary Barnes
Odessa. Aug. 24.---Fresh agrarian they have first satisfied the inspector
said them properly would cost $1 each.
he still time to turn to Toki
Hanson City, both of which towns disor
o for a today that Ambassador Meyer' repor Together
ders have broken out in the by documentary evidence of their
with the signs the total
last appeal -to forego tron
t
eencno or of his audience -pith Empe
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infec
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rance
of
a
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bethgrad and Alexandria dis- identity and their whereabouts durror Nicho- expenses 'for 347 signs and 113 black
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ted to cost $719. The
s
indefinitely at the cost of million,
dence, on the Memphis, Helena & the property
in burg, had not been received.
posts are to be confined in the sewof the land owners. A ation."
money and thousands of lives
Louisiana road, has caused a revival big estat
with
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Assistant Secretary of State Pierce erage localities.
e at iBulsky has been entireno security that she will ever
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ished. The priests of the
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whatever her military successes
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force tribute from her burly
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adver- velopments of the conference.
on account of ffie boiled not wanting
of the Government to a permit. It is sent to his address
sary.
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President Roo•evelt passed the day in incur any more expe
ng of landlords with in Chicago. He comes down on the
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Illinois Central, and when the train
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t
more
Hill.
the view to settling the agrarian inspe
No vis- ent for the city.
ence of the neuteal powers, and
spread at Riverside and Patterson, in quest
ctor goes through the train bethe itors were received. With the asion.
To the sanitary committee was rethreats of financier, can he brou
St. Palm, which are in close proxifore it enters Cairo, Smith will preght sistance 6f Secretary Barnes the Ferrel
l.:the meter of -seeming grave
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. il'15
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Larger and Larger In the
Eastern War Crisis.

A LONG SESSION WOE OF LEEVILLE

1BOARD OF HEALTH

Much Business Kept Alder Many Cas
es of Fever and
men at Work Hours.
Only Two Doctors.

Meeting to Be Held This
Forenoon at City Hall.
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sians to pay Japan for the tereitory
transferred back under the Russian
flag is the president's plan. This is
laughed at by both • Japanese and
Russians.
The presidierit's part in this mat- OF HIGHWAY ROBBERY LODGter has been this; Since the beginED AT MURRAY AGAINST
ning of the conference he has watchTWO YOUNG MEN,
oil the proceedings: closely. His first
Lydia E.Pinkham's
tender, made to Maron Rosen atOysVogoiable Gampouad
ter . Bay last Sattuday, was a tender Murray Wants
the Talked-of Cairo
*'OLD PROPOSITION IN
CONSULT THIS
of "good offices." In other words,
an Tennessee Railroad—Notes
The wonderful power of Lydia E. OF ANY KIND COMPANY. N 0 REAL ESTATE TRANSACTION
NEW WORDS" ONLY. he told Russia he would intercede
TOO LARGE OR TOO SMALL TO BE HANDLED
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound over
From Graves County.
with japan if Russia asked him to.
the diseases of womankind is not be- IN OUR PLACE. WE HAVE A THOROUGH EQUIPMENT; EXcause it is a stimulant, not because it PERT INFORMATION AND PRO MPT SERVICE. EITHER CALL,.
He offered to be a mediator.
Ma palliative, but simply because it is TELEPHONE, WIRE OR WRITE
Witte Not Pleased Over the New
That first tender did not get the
the most wonderful tonic and recon(Murray' Ledger, 24th.)
right sort of a reception. The )apProposal
and
Says
So
struotor ever discovered to set directly
VVbrrants
were
issued
anese
and
last
Russians
Mondid not accept
upon the generative organs, positively
Flatly.
the president as mediator. Not dis- day for Joe Utteoback and Jamie 'curing disease and restoring hea/th an/
couraged, he sent yesterday a still Gilbert charging them with the grave
stronger offer to mediate and ear- crime of highway robbery. The war- lirfai•voloss cares are reported from MECHANICS' AND FARMERS'SAVINGS BANK—REAL ESTATE
SCHEME CABLED TO
DEPARTMENT
nestly requested the Russians to ac- rants were sworn out by Dennis all par4sct lb.0013.13U7 by women who
•
THE CZAR AT ONCE cept his good offices That is as far Cummings and Vernon 'Phillips, of haws Was 01112ed. hotbed nurses who
home
witnessed
cures
aid
physicians
as the president has gone. The idea the Linn Grove vicinity. As near as who have s000gnised the virtue
of
that he proposed a new term or terms we can get the facts in advance of Lydia F.. Finkham's Veghtable ComPortsmouth, N. H., Ang. 24.--1Ve is. preposterous, it is stated by the the examining trial, they are as fol- pound, and are fair enough to give
arrived at nothing," said, M. Whitte members of both the Japanese and lows: On last Saturday night, about credit where It is doe.
If physicians dared to be frank and
five miles from Murray, on the State
last evening after the peace confer- Russian parties.
4undrads
road,
Phhlips
and Cummings were sage QUA theyof theca would aeknowlence and adjourned natil Saturday.
Roosevelt Is Still Active.
ocrnstaatly prescribe
The president was fully informed accosted by three young men in a Lydia EL Finkham's Vegetable Com"Japan presented a new proposition,
buggy,
who asked fed some direc- potuld in severseases of female ills, as
but it was, merely the 6.1-cl proposi- of the proceedings of the last meetDo you want a first class job by an
tions in new words. We dispatetheel ing. Mr. Peirce sent him a long mes- tions, which were given; one of the they know by erperienee it can be relied
upon
to
effect
•
cure.
The
followthree
then
approached Philiips and
some of the protocols, but we arriv- sage to Oyster Bay.
expert workman? If you do take
ing letter proves it.
The call of Ambassador Meyer on Cummings, who were in a buggy, uned at nothing." •
B. C. Brigham, of 4 Brigham
der
the
pretext of obtaining more Park.
Japan made her conciliatory propo- the czar today is in direct line with
It to
h. Fitchburg, Maas., writes:
sal of terms. It was not a new pro- the president's campaign for peace. specific instructions. After passing
"It gives me great pismire to say diet I
posal. It was a complicated rear- It is very netwral that he should ap- a few words lie demanded that Cum- have found LydiaB. PliddisinU Vegetable
Comma very adhatcle=&
ie
tu
of
rangement of the old disputed points peal drectly to the czar through this mings and Phillips throw up their saran
IS lanErfor
hands
and
emphasized his dettrand by
.—Sakhalin, indemnity and the rest— country's ambassador.
"My °Mod
fount Usury
asmsdats wood my
The president has not relaxed his firing 'his pistol twice close to their daIfor Marisa
sugar-coated in the hope that Rus224 Broadway,
"moose dragWar aserlades It fora te.
Paducah, Ky. s•
sia might swallow it. No new prin- efforts. He is in constant corrirnuni- heads. They complied with the de- mob weilms.madisamdporfsdng
boaltb
ciple was involved. instead the Jap- cation with Mt. Peirce. The Rus- mands and he then searched them, sad
ia
itl
zses
ocate it as a isolliTallablegy•
anese envoys sought to accomplish sians do not think his efforts will re- but as we understand only obtained
to width women are sub.
some
sult
anything.
mail
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by indirection what they had asked
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under a $1.000 bond. Gilbert
for directly in *their original terms will, but are not able to see a . way
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over
money
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the
at
difficulty.
Paducah
Monday
jof peace.
ful
or
irregular
I
menstruation, bloating
When it became known today that night by the police, und brought to (or flatulence), lencorrhata, falling, inThe new propostion sought to find
a way to get an indemnity out of the Japanese would present new con- Murray Tuesday, where he executed tanimaticrn or uloaratIon of the uterus,
ovarian troubles, that bearing-down
Russia without hurting the national ditions the hope of peace brightened. bond in the sum of $1,000.
feeling, dizziness, faintness, indigesTonight,
Last
Tuesday
after
return
the
night
of
the
ena
mass
meetpride and honor of that country.
tics, nervous prostration or the
voys, the situation was not so promis- ing was held at the court house in should take Immediate action toblues,
Salve was applied.
ward
ing. It will be idle to predict peace Murray to discuss ways and means off the serious consequences, and be
Would Divide Sakhalin.
restored
to
perfect health and strength
The proposition war long and in- or war on the strength of today's of securing for Mlierray the proposed
Cairo and Cumberland Gap railroad, by taking Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetavolved much.
Reduced to simple proceedings.
Nothing was accomplished toward now under construction from the his asinpound, and then write to Mrs.
terms, it sought to induce Russia to
Pinkham, at Lynn, Mass., for further
coming
to an agreement on the new Cairo terminal. A committee was free advice. No living
4divillc
the island to Sakhalin with
person hail had
the Japanese. restore the conditions Japanese condition and nothing will appointed to wait upon the company, the benefit of a wider experience in
of 1875 and to pay Japan a sum not be done until M. Witte hearts' from and investigate the movement of treating female ills. She has guided
specified for the +half Japan is wiling St. Petersburg. It is not uncertain building, and take such other steps thousands to health. Every suffering
woman should ask for and
to restore to Russia. Combined with that if the Japanese find their new as would, in their judgment, bring advice if she wants to be follow her
strong and
said
road through our county seat.
this was a financial arrangement con- proposal is rejected they will make
welL
result
As
a
of
ameher.
the
meeting
at
nected with the railroad.
Salem Baptist church, Elder Skinner
Japanese Now Pessimistic.
In effect, Japan virtually withdrew
They do not intend to break off baptized 33 men, women and childher demand for an indemnity, as
such. but proposed that Russia shou!d the negotiations abruptly and they ren Semday. Much religious interest
pay money to her, nevertheless, and .do not intend to leave without was aroused in the neighborhood and
pointed out an easy way for Russia money. There may be days of con- much good resulted from the meet- create an estate in an hour that would
Of Padue-fth, Kentucky,
ference and diplcmatic interchanges ing.
to do it.
Charles Swindell died at his home require a long life to earn otherwise,
The revised condition was discuss- before the end is reached certainly
Capital and Surplus $1155,00ol
in the Sixth district, Vile-driest:Pay, of
ed by the envoys in a general way. there will be if 't is to be peace.
protecting
by
in
life
the
his
NorthThe Japanere. who have been typhiod fever, aged about 38 years.
No conclusion was reached. After
the work on the protocolc had been rather cheerfui about the outcome of The deceased was a son-in-law of P. western Mutual Life, the best comED P. NOBLE,PRES.
G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES.
completed the Russians asked for an the negotations, are not so cheerful C. Boyd, and leaves a wife and three
pany
in
daughters.
little
Takahira
in
fsct,
America.
Minister
now.
In
adjournment until Satiny. They
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
There was held a reunion at Alonzo
cover the work of the first four clays a private conversation expresoed a
Transacts all regular banking business. Solicits your deposits.
Pays 4
of the ccmference, eaeh protocol be- most pessimistic view. They do not Beamans, west of town /act Sunday,
per
cent
per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in fire
ing the minutes of one day's pro- think the Russians will recede and which was attended by 144 relatives
proof vault for rent at $3 to $10 per year as to size. You carry
teedings. The rest of the protocols they therm els/e9 say they must have and friends. They report a fine dinGeneral Manager.
your own
ner and a most enjoyable day.
are ready and will be signed at the an irvierninity.
key
and no one but yourself has access.
suck
seriously
Jane
Mrs
is
Allen
next meeting.
at the 'home of her daughter Mrs.
This proposition of the Japanese FOUR MEN KILLED
IN TERRIFIC EXPLOSION. Doliie Curd.
has already been cabled to St. Petersburg. M'. Witte refuses to take the
.. The wife of Joe Magness died near
responsibility of deciding it offhand. Fifteen Kegs of Powder Prematurely Dexter, and was buried Friday across
the river.
That is why he asked for the adjournSet Off By Tamping—Pike
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
SEND YOUR ROUGH
DRY
ment.
County Horror.
(Smithland Democrat, 23d.)
This fine modern hotel is now open under a' new
No Indemnity Whatever*.
LAUNDRY TO THE PADUCAH
Pikeville, Ky.., Aug. 24.—An exM. Wtte's statement, "We arrived
Mr. Dow Lloyd, of the Hampton
management, for:guests at.. the
at. nothing," covers the situation plosion occurred in a rock cut on the country, and Miss Nannie Thorning, TOILET
SUPPLY
COMPANY,
thoroughly from the Russiavo'view- railroad work on Marrow Bone creek c.i Salem, two prominent young soFAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
point.• The Russians have been in yesterday afternoon, which resulted ciety people, were married last Sun- FOUR CENTS A POUND SPOTconstant communication with their in the killing of Joseph Perkins, con- day at the home of Mr. Lloyd's un- LESS WORK
Very best. accommodations at reasonable:rates
AND PROMPT DEgovernment for the last Orly-eight tractor, of Crozette, Va., and three cle, Mr. Thomas Lloyd, of the
hours. They have ceeeived word helpers named Coleman, Reynolds Eirdsville neighborhood.
LIVERY. OLD PHONE :ars.
front the czar, as atat
Charles Sanders shot and killed his
,
z11 in these and Potter, who lived in the vicinity
chopatchea, that they
st not sub- of the work. Mr. Perkins was load- cousin, Will Dave Long, last ThursDawson Wilms, Kentucky.
mit to an indemnity /in any form ing the hole when the silrot exploded, day, near Charleston, Mo. They
whatever—"in whatever guise" were being directly above it on the upper were both young men that were born
For Vaults, Monuments and G eneral Cemetery Work Use
the words sent from St. Petersburg. :side, while the three other men kills and raised in the Sugar creek neighThe fact that the Japanese present- :ed were below on the grade. All the borhood of thi: county. The body
ed a new proposition did not lighten men were badly mangled and disfigur- of Long was brought back home and
the Russian gloom. There is not a ed except Mr. Perkins, who was e-vi- buried. It is reported that they
"The Old Reliable Barber," the
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
man on the staff of M. Witte who is 'diently killed by a piece of stone quarreled about some trivial matter,
"King
of Razors," has moved from
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOSnot certain the negotiations will end !striking him in the chest. Fifteen when Long advanced on Sanders
in failure, even if the Japanese should kegs of powder had been poured into with a knife, when he fired anct killed 408 Broadway to too South Fourth
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not bemake another propoolition. It seems dle bole and it ilz supposes] tamping Long. Young Long was the son of street (red front) and wishes to wel
come dark and discolored.
definitely settled that the Japanese the shot caused the explosion. His Mr. John W. Long, of the Sugar
come all his old friends and customLET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
will insist on getting money under remains were brought by special train creek country, and Sanders is the
some pretext or other and, that the to Pikeville last night at 8 o'clock. son of Mn, Wm. Sanders, formerly ers.
Rusoians will not pay. They will inMr. Perking was a Mason and the of this county, but for the last few
4
sist "not a kopeck.""
Pikeville lodge 'held the ritualistic years he 'las lived near Charleston,
DR. W. C. EUBANKS,
SOLE AGENT, 1609 TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
Japanese Are Content.
ceremony over the body, after which Mo.
(Homeopathist.)
The Japanese have no comments to the remains, were *hipped -via C. and
An awful tragedy occurred last
make. They think their magnanimity 0. railroad to his family in Virginia. Tuesday night at Sugar creek church
Broadway—Phone 120,
in changing their proposals; so as to "He was a member of the contracting in this county, about ten miles from Office, 3o6
avoid wounding Russian honor by in- firm of Perkins OL MkDonnell, who Smithlarrd, Nathan Duncan, the 18Residence, aro Broadway.
sisting on the term indieranity shows had sub-contract for the first four year-old son of Rev. Nathan Duncan,
(Incorporated.)
Phone to.
the world they are in earnest in their miles up Miarrow 'Bone creek, a re- of this county, and George Devers,
effort to get peace. They consider cently commenced spur of C. and 0. the 19-year-old son of Mr. Riley DeGeneral Cartage Business,
their action today shifts the teoponsi- eailroad. Mr. Perkins was twenty- vers, of the same neighborhood, hebility to Russia and they are content seven years of age, unmarried, and cp.me involved in a difficulty at SuSuperior Facilities for
Office ,
4
to let Rutseia work it out as best she ,since his advent 'here some years ago gar creek church, when young Devers
handling
Freight,
Machinery
2nd
and Monroe
nay.
I
' had won the confidence and respect set upon Duncan with a knife and
The real estate agents, has $:73,ose
, cut him almost to pieces. Duncan
And household Goods.
It is quite certain that the Japan- of many people.
Both 'Phones it
ese are as anxious for peace as the
was taken home where he lingered worth of city property for sale arid
Russians can be. They have estah- STATE PRINTING CONTRACTS till Friday morning and died. In the thirty-five farms; also three safes.
Houses for rent.
hohed their principle and they want
excitement young Devers made his
Telephone. old. Ms.
to quit and enjoy the fruitii of their Attorney General Hays Will Consid- escape in the darkness and is still at
victory. Leading members of the Japlarge,
hut
Devers came in yesterday
er Important Business Here.
anese suite admit this frankly. Still,
morning and surrendered to Mr. G.
Japan has spent much money and
Louisville, Aug 23.--Attorney Gen- C. Harp, who brought him to Smiththinks she should he reimbursed. The eral N. B. Hays will come to Louis- land and delivered him to the jailer,
Japanese envoys say, privately, that ville tomorrow and will take testi- and was locked up.
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r
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Cherie" Carroll, relative to certain
There has been no let down in the printing contracts, which the attorney
(May-field Messenger.)
position of either side so far as pub- general loos never approved of. It is
Mrs. Sawyer wife of Will Sawyer
No Neat Now
1k expression goes. The Kusioians said that a suit asrainst the Globe died at her home near Green's' Chap- To caase the fresh paint to blister.
Residence Phone 726
maintain their position of not a ko- printing company may follerw the in- pel last Fridfiy night and was buried Painting dose now will stay painted Office Phone 369.
peck" almost fanatically. The My- I yeatigationo of the attorney general. at Trinity grave yard Saturday.
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JAPAN'S OFFER
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For Peace as Made to Witte
By Homura Wednesday
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i

John S.Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works

Paducah Transfer Company
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!the extent as in said degree provided.
and such other judgment as the
•
court may hereinafter make; provided, however, that no original hid will
be accepted at said sale for less than
Announced, Via
BY UNITED STATES SPECIAL $75,000.00 and unless the purchaser
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
COMMISSIONER SEPT. ii.
shall, when the property is struck
Extremely Low rates are announcdown to him., at once pay and deliver
ed via the Southern railway from
to said commissioner on account of
points on its lines for the following
la the Circuit Court of the Meta his purchase, the suns of $5,000.oa in
special occasions:
a
certified
check,
payable
to john R.
States for she Western District
Reclamond, Va.—Farmers' National
Puryear, clerk of said court. And the congress,
Of Kentucky.
Sept. 12-22, 1905.
remainder of said purchase money
Rates for the above occasion open
shall, within twenty days from the to the public.
Tickets will be sold to
People's Bank of Wilkesbarre, Pa., confirmation of said sale, or such these points from all stations on the
further time as the court may allow Southern railway. Detailed •inforneaTrustee, Complainant,
• 1
on application of the purchaser for tion can be had upon application to
vs;
good cause shown, complete the pay- any ticket agent of the Southern
People's
Independent
Telephone
ment of the entire amount of the pur- railway or agents of cosnecting enes
Company, Defendant.
chase money. Said special commis- or by addressing the unakereigned.
Notice is hereby given that pursu• stoner will then make, execute and
7. W. CREWS, T. P. A., Lexingant to und by virtue of a deeeee in
deliver to said parchaser or purclfaston, Ky.
the alfove entitled cause, by the above
ere a deed to said properties as in
W.
H. TAYLOR, G. P. A., Wahhentitled court, lion. Walter Evans, Isiah' decree provided, the plaintiff
ington, D. C.
Judge, dated July 3, isios, I, the tit- and the People's Independent TeleC. H. HUNGERFORD, D. P. A.,
dtrsigned,
Special
Commissioner, phone company to execute and delivLotsisville, KY.
vein sell at public auction to the high- er, under the direction oe the said
G. B. ALLEN. A. G. P. A., St
est and best bidder, upon the terms special commissioner, the conveyLonia. Mo.
hereinafter stated, at the county court ances executed by them respectively,
house door, in McOracken county, by way of confirmation and for the
state of Kentucky, in the city of Pa- insurance of title to the purchaser ?er "NEAR TO NATURE'S HEART."
WE HAVE RECEIVED A LARGE AND COMPLETE LINE Lee
ducah, at 'noon on the sith day of purchasers, this, it or their resigns,
NEW MOLINE WAGONS, AND ASK THE PUBLIC TO CALL AND
September, 1905, the same being the of all and singular, the mortsrage
INSPECT THEM. OUR PRICES ARE AS LOW AS YOU WICI.
PAY FOR A MUCH CHEAPER WAGON.
first eery of the McCracken county property and premises and every part
ele
court, as an entirely and as one prop- and parcel thereof, of every kind
WE, ALSO, HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF BUGGIES, SUR...HOT
EL...
erty, and not in separate parcels, all and description and wherever situatRIES, RUN-ABOUTS, SPRING WAGONS AND PHAETONS
-and singular the property of the de- ed, hereby directed to be sold by
OUR RUBBER-TIRE PLANT IS THE MOST COMPLETE IN
NEAR MARION, KY.
fendant, mid People's Independent said commissioner; and a lien will be too Room Motel—High and Dry and
THE CITY
'Telephone company, 'hereinafter more retained in said deeds to further seWE, ALSO. CARRY AN UP-TO-DATE LINE OF MARNESS,
Well Ventilated.
specifically described and all the right, cure the payment of the unpaid purSADDLES, COLLARS AND BRIDLES.
A NICE PLACE TO SPEND
titbe, interest and equity of redemp- chase price.
DON'T FAIL TO CALL AND LOOK OVER OUR IMMENSE
YOUR VACATION.
tion of raid People's Independent
STOCK,
AND GET OUR PRICES BEFORE PURCHASING.
sign
hereunto
whereof
I
witness
In
THE BEST OF HOTEL ACTelephone Co., in and to said prop- my hand this the 8th day of July,
COMMODATIONS, AND THE
erty, described as follows, towit:
EMMET W. BAGBY,
19°5.
BEST OF LIFE GIVING WABeing all the property, real and
Commission
er.
Special
TERS.
personal, and wheresoever situated, CAMPBELL & CAMPBELL,
MUSIC THE ENTIRE SEASON.
said
People's Independent Teleof
Solicitors for Complainant.
FROG HUNTING, FISHING,
phone Co., being party of the first
SQUIRREL HUNTING, AND IN
part, whether in possession, remainCRASHING INTO
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•
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•
tems, now belonging to or hereafter
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to be acquired by 92id Telephone
New York, Aug. 23.—Twenty percompany under its present or any
them very
future corporate powere; all fran- sons were injured some of
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seriously,
in
a
SOLE AGENT FOR
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material, supplies, offic.e furniture
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and fixtures now owned or hereaf- cd meet of them were able to go
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ORDER
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company, and all its tolls, rents, in- ing in contact with the tracks sent
come, chose, in Ashen, claims and up thick masses of sparks, and there
is a trip of plesuma, oosaton
E. H. PURY EAR, andIt rest;
demands of every kind and descrip- was a wild parse among the pashengood service, good table;
women
which
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tion, now owned by it or hereafter to
good rooms, etc. Boats leave each
under
foot.
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be acquired; and including not only
Wednesday and Saturday et 5 p. m.
all its property an I rights of every
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building.
kind in the city of Paducah, county SHERIFF HAS DISAPPEARED
For other information apply to :eh t
533 1-2 rikadvray, Paducath, Ky.
of McCracken, in the state of KenFnuak L
:Itoger, Saperintendeat;
tucky, but all its property right and Horsethief Wearing His Belt and
New Phone 420Brcvn,
eight!, reel, personal and mixed, tanGun Is in Custody in Montana.
gible and intangible, wheresoever
Specialties:
situated, now owned or hereafter to
Great Falls, Mont., Aug. 23.—A
Abstracting of Titles,
be acqu'red.
dispatch from Lewistown reports the
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Estate LAW.
Also the property known as ehe di-appearance of Deputy Sheriff SilAlexander system of telephones, same vertiverne. who started a week ago
Highest price paid for second-hand
being lines, exchanges and poles is into the wilds of eastern Fergus
the counties of Crittenden, Union, county after a horsethief named ConWebster, Lyon and Livingston, in the nor..
i5toVes- aqd
Connors rode into Lewistown yesstate of Kentucky; and also die following extensions of lines, from the tersely wearing the belt and gun of EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT
city of Paducah to the Marshall coun- the deputy, which he said he had
ty line in Kentucky, and to Lone taken from him while the latter was Office and Residence Rooms 3 and Buy anything and sell everything
Ps
Oeis. in NftCracken county, and to asleep at a round-up camp about zga
218-220 Court at. Old phone 13111
Senithland, in Livingston county, miles from here. According to Con4, Columbia building.
Illentucky, including submarine ca- sots' story. Silverthorne had capturble across Tennessee river.
ed him and they were on their way
Phone 1041 Red.
Alen the following described real hi Lewistowu, when he took the gun,
estate with improvements thereon, belt and horse which he rode to town.
Moving wagon in connection.
situated in Paducah, Ky., on the east Connors is mow in jail.
Paduca
h
Undert
aking
side of South Fifth street between
Broadway and Kentucky avenue, forLEE TURNER FOR SHERIFF
W. Mike Oliver.
Geo. W. Oliver)
Company,
me* Court street, described as folBenton, Ky.
Paducah, Ky. PADUCAH REAL EsTkeril. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM& eASli
/ows:
Middlesboro Man of Quarter House
S. P. POOL, Manager
Thole B. McGregory,
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
GUY NANCE, Asst.
Fame, a Candidate.
Beginning at a pant in the east
Benton, Ky.
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PIECE LIST
sos
South Third Street.
line of Fifth street, one hundred and
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR T.
Midlitleeboro, Ky., Aug. 23.—Lee A.
Residence over store.
seventy-three feet and three inches
(173 it. 3 in.) from the southeast Turner has announced as an inde- Both Phones iio —Prices Reasonable
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Admission—General, 25c;
require a two-cent :stamp, and
The twentieth annual meet
at
Grand Stand, 35c Box
Erie
,
dot
not need advi
ing of
thci
Pa.
Seats, 6oc.
ce from Paducah- the Aer
v
ica
n Bar Association is heSeats on Sale at Smith
;ant.
&
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ither IW at Nprraseansett Pier
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HOME COMING OF INDIANS YESTER
DAY WAS FINAL FILMADE AGREEABLE TO
ING DAY FOR CIRCUIT
THE FANS.
COURT'S NEXT TERM.

deLoth

First Show of the Season.
Most
THERE WERE FEW CASES AND CAM
P YEISER IS ALL BUT DELord Baltitnore will hold the
THEY WERE UNINTERSERTED ONCE MORE
boards at The K en t ucky torright, the
ESTING,
bill is a four act sensational comedy
drama full of comedy as well as start
Defeated the Alice& in First Game of A Renewed
Suit For ,as,000 Darn. ling scenes
The 'Third Comes Saturday for
and senettional emotions. Protem Judge
a
Six to Be Played acre
ages Against I. C. R. R.—Suits
Cross Handled the
Stay—Gov. Beckham Will ReThe cast consists of fifteten highCase
s
Befor
e
on
the
Insur
City
ance
Cour
Yest
Rebating, Etc.
I.
main Until Then,
crees artists, many who have been
terday With Dispatch.
seen here before.
, The Indians and the ,:talitses came
The specialties between acts are by
to town yesterday per re' hedule. In
Marny suits were kited yesterda,. high-class vaude
The First regiment of state guards
ville artists and are
the atfernoon .they met Satea sgasuse at in oirouit court
John Smith, for drunkenness, was have
on account of it be- well wbrth seeing. The public io inbroken camp and left for their
League park. The home coining was ing the last day
to. tile suits for vited out tonight to see the many fined $1 and costs.
homes in the metropolis. The regiWe carry an extensive assortagreealle to the 'fans, as the the approeching Septe
+Ernest Slayclen was fined $5 and ment
iropelvemeres made en the theatre
mber ten.
left the city last night and ere + ment
,Jadianis broloe their losing streak by
of most fragrant perfumes
coets.
A suit was filed as a test by Com- since last season,
this reaches the public eye should be
and also witnees a
—Ssat
twinning the 'first game KA a series of noinwealth Attor
h
American and foreign—
Anta
l
Beele
r, colored, was fined at its deetination.
ney leken G.„Lovett first-class, performance.
The regiment
assortments; which include the
to be ph.yed on the local grounds and county Attorney
$25 end.senteneed to jail for ten days made a very
tierene Greves
favorable impression
newest and daintiest perfumes
*ierith Vinceemes. It was a battle for against the Inter
on the charge of carrying concealed
state Lik Assurance
"On the Bridge at Midnight."
while in the city and its going away
as well as all the old favor
eupremaey ffrom the beginning to the 'company
weapons and wan acquitted on the
ite
for $50o in each of hebren
is regretted generally.
No play has a stronger appeal to charg
S„nd, Padocah winning in the fourth suits (-bar
odors. Prices always reaso
e of shooting a negro nemed
ging the company Nina re- human symp
nThe
next
regiment to come to the
athy than "On the Jahn WK.
Inning by making Svcs run's.
able, never excessive.
bating. A fine of $500 is' liable
-firer/ in the hands on Aug- encampment
Bridg
will
be
e
at
the
Adni
Third
ght"
regiwith its sight- ust to.
Dick Drahic was on the firing line against insurance
companies when 'less mother looki
lent, and it will be here Saturday.
ng for her stolen
'for the 'Indians and he pitched a convicted of rebat
'Bartley Turley, and Sylvester Taying. Mike Cakl- child while the tide
This is another good regiment and is
of events flows lor were fined Sit)
great gime, allowink but else hits. well, an agent
each for house- made up of companie
pi the insurance com- all against
s of the Westher
as
she
grope
s
about
Had it riot bee -for Boihanal'
break
ing.
or': error pany • was made .a co-defendant.
ern end of the state. The boys will
in the heart of a great city. But
'in the fifth he swould have t red a
The Jake Biederman Grovery com-.G. F. Rudolph, administrutor of even
be more like home chaps and will,
the sad side of city life has its pany and
shutout.
s44
Bregoist
the estate of the late Clifford Wilson,
Englert & Bryant were dis- as they shoul
humo
d, receive a cordial welr
and
this
is
very ingencnnly missed. on the &aris
Only a small crowd'of faithful fans tiled a suit for
e of selling come from the people of
$25,000. against the introduced in
Sixth
and
Broadway
the city and
"On the Bridge at Mid- liquors without
were out to welcome the boys home I. C. railr
license after hiving vicinity.
oad.
night" with two characters among
from their disastrous trip, but they
taken out a lieense.
An original suit was filed ,but was other
TELEPHONE 63.
Yesterday afternoon Gov. Beckham
s, that have become poptilar as
were amply repaid . by a cool, fast stricken from the
The breach of ordinance cases
docket. D. -De- the famous drawb
and
staff
inspe
cted
the
efes+
First
ridge scene, Ger- against Woodfock
++++4-1-e-e÷-eielee-ee-+-: :III lee
contest.
regiLong+ an I. C. engineer Wa'S matte a many
& NleIntyre and ment in a dress revie
the profeesor and Reddy the Padu
w. It was an
• Paducah was strengthened by the defendlarft in the
cah !sfiattrese company were se% attraction
suit.
teeptblack. Klimt and Gazzolo have
to many citizens. The reg
additierteeif."Deemer' Hughes add 'Wilson
for Saturday.
was killed April le 1903, ;tor made
iment appeared to fine advantage
the mistake often to ..be
Angelo Marie, of the Cairo team, the between two
The McCawley negro family, the and
cars and DeLooch was noted in some
won many compliments, but
flamingly advertised senior memb
former playiageftrat bare ant. the tit- engineer on
er being Henry Sr. and none that
the train. Wilson was plays, or relyi
it did not deserve.
The recollection of the quali
ng ors a bit of scenery Alice Fishe
ter second. Fhtts 'has bean ill and breaking on the
ty of
r, who possesses a much
road at the time.
Gov. Beckham and the officers of our
to get the attention and patronage
is in right field. Capt. Gilligan, Paprescriptions remains long after
blacker color tihan the rest, were ed- the
W. B. Stanfield, a well known May- ot the
guard
s are still at Camp Yeiser. the
public. They offer a Tull and lowed
ducah's regular first sacker, jumped fieki attorney,
to go free on a breach of the The
price is forgotten.
has filed a suit against excellent dram
governor will remain until next
a with even such a peace charge.
the team a few days ago.
the Paducah Street Railway company
week
and
maste
review the Third regiment
rpiece as the bridge scene takIn order to tie Vincennes in the for $375 alleging that
amount is due ing its proper
before leaving the city. He is the
place as an' aid to the
percentage Paducah will have to take -him for attor
Wher
e
is the Duck.
neys fee.
'guest of the camp and is enjoying
story. The company presenting "On
-the remaining tive critics, which is a
Mrs. Lou Herring, of South Third the
Kaufman Bros. & Bond sue T. 0. the
outing greatly.
Bridge at Nfidnight" this season street
tough proposition.
, is mourning the loss of her faFeeler and H. B. &MCC for an al- Inclu
L. A. Philbert, Ph, G., Mgr.
Tonight the officers of the camp
des two widely known come- vorit
The game by innnigs *as:
e pet duck. The little while fowl are
leged accourst of $103.
7th
and Broadway.
to
dians
enter
for
tain
the
the
leadi
ng
youn
Innings
Tel. 756.
come
g
men of
dy charac- has not been seen for several day,
1 234567R
h e
Harlan Porothers. tailors
and the city with a compl
St. ters, and other metropolit
Presc
ripti
ons
iment
Vine,
ary
calle
000010000 I 5 t Lotus, sue Henry
dance
an
actor
d
for
s.
its
and
owner is distressed over its failure at
delivKahn for an alleg- At The Kentucky
the park pavilion in return for the ered
Paducah 00020000X a 8 4 ed debt
Saturday, matinee to return home. It
free of charge anywhere in the
Of $215 for Clothes bought.
was
very
intell
a
icourt
esies
and
.
night
show
.
n them.
'Batteries—Perdue and Matteson;
If the
gent "duck" and learned to quack weath
Sweet Valley Wine company sue
er permits this dance will no city.
Braltw ated
.and. 'Umpire, ZnikMs. the 0. L. Gregory Vinegar work
when
quite
youn
g
and
.has been doubt be a social
s for
The Four Huntings.
event most pleasperforming the difficult feat ever ing.
4V.11 notes, one $.44o credited with a
Head
ed
by
the Four Hunting's, that since. A handsome reward will
ROBBED BY A CLERK.
payment of ;too and the other (sir
be
The Mayfield company of the
clever family who characterized acro- paid for its retur
n.
$445.
Kenet
tslcy tate gtsards 411 arrive
batic
come
dy
'Merchant at Hickrnan Suffers at
with real art, in the
here this afternoon about 3:30 o'clo
latest musical comedy success "The
ck
Hands of an Escaped Convict.
Held to Federal Court.
There will be about 45 in the comFool House," will appear here next
•Everet Byrd, of Columbus, .vas pany.
Dr. John' L. Dismukes, Jr.,
Tuesday. The comedy, a neat musi- given an exami
Hickman, Ky., Mg. 24.—A bold
ning trial for illicit regimental
surgeon arrived here yescal conceit, is agreeably diver
rebbery was committed Tuesday
ting whiskey selling yesterday before U. terday.
He had this fine saddle hierse
from the usual run of musical com- 'S. Commissi
reght at Dry Bayou, Mo., twelve
oner Armour
Gardner brought over to
Stages Yesterday.
edies, as it has a decided, well round and held over
use in the dress
mile, below here. Wafter Morris, a
tti the Federal grand parade. Dr.
Cairo, 20.1.
J.
H. ;Boswell, captain
ed plot, a story capable of sustaining jury, whodh
clerk in a store belonging to Ike
convenes in November. of the
Chattanooga, 4.2.
company, had his horge sent
the interest frown start to finish.
Deleon, who was sleeping in the same
The Is default of bail he was remanded clown
Cinci
nnati, 16.g.
also.
trials and tribulations of two lover to jail
room with the proprietor, chloros
Evansville, 13.6.
—The democratic city eons:mete
and their girls who all think each
'formed him, opened the sal*, procurFlorence, 3.2.
will meet tonight with Chairman
other crazy and treat each other aced all the money, about $ttio, took
Johnsonville, 5.6.
cordingly until the mistake is finally CRICKETS TERRORIZE CITY. Berry and the nominees of the city
two pistols, 700 cartridges, one gold
.
Louisville, 8.o.
primary given their certificates.
discovered. In the meantime chance
watch, besides a large quantity of
Inter
Mt. Carmel, 4.8.
fere
With
Stree
t
Cars
and
Put
is offered to introduce the amact
clothes and other articles, boarded
est
Nashv
ille, 9.3.
Wom
an
in
Panic
.
dancing acrobatic act on the stage.
a steamer which landed and soon afPittsburg. 5.0.
If you were to take the trouble
ter made his escape. Sheriff Carpento
Omaha, Neb., Aug. 24.--A plague
Davis Island Dam, 4.8.
write a personal letter to the dramatter, of this county, was notified and
cf crickets has swept down on OmaSt. Louis, 17.6.
ic. critic of any large city daily pager
coon traced Morris to Cairo and
ha and has made life a burden to the
Mt. Vernon, 12.4.
and
ask what is known of the Four
there had him arreste.l. He confessinhabitants. The insect's appeared
Paduc
all,
(Continued from First Page)
Nurslings, you ;would undoubtedly
es and says Morris is not his name
suddenly by the millions. Falling on
get
and that he is an escaped convict
a reply equivalent that they are
A scene from "On the Bridge at
the street car track and being crush- by
The Joe Fowler will be today's
these papoes where he has been
from Mississippi.
Midnight" at The Kentucky remor- the electric singers aad acrobaic dune ed by the wheels, they so greas
Evansville packet.
ed
for
ers
ten
whose unique and spirited work
days past. Then he will be
Deleon is a wealthy merchant and row, matinee and night
the rails that traffic was badly crip.
The Dick Fowler will leave this
allowed to enter Cairo. Otherwise
very prominent citizen. The entire
Prices for matinee: Children 15c, captivates everybody. Every charac- Ted.
morning at 8 o'cloek for Cairo.
he
ter
%ill
in the "Fool House" imagines the
etnnnumity is very much excited over adults 25c.
be turned back."
That the little pests came hungry
The Kentucky will leave tomorrow
other one is crazy. This affords unThe
ithe occurrence.
is proved by the fact that they de- clear Paducah board of health, it 14 night for the Tennessee
river.
, to appease the fright of the
limited opportunity for the clever
stroy all clothing and carpets with
The J. B. Finley left last night
CHILD' FRIGHTFUL DEATH. comp
Cairo
ites,
any
if
any
to
displ
of
ay
eur people would front Louis
1I\ WOMAN'S COSTLY ERROR.
all their talent which they come in conta
ville en route to Cairo. k
ct. Bushels visit the place
for entertaining in musical comedy.
or get into Illinois,
Washington, Aug. 24.—As the reof
them
The Saltillo is due out of the Tenflopkineville,
have
been
swept
Ky.,
from
Aug.
the
24.—
must today name "certain persons
'nth of a partial investigation by Sec- Cham
to nessee river en route
stores. They cause much terror
p Carter Brannon, the 6-yearto St. Louie.
issue
CASHIER ARRESTED.
retary Wilson into the work of the old daugh
among the women. They almost pet nois certificates" and notify the IlliThe City of Savannah will
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Gus
quarantine authorities of the
pass
bureau of -statistics, as applied to the Tyler Bran
out the street lights.
hire Sunday afternoon i-)r the Tennon, formerly of OwensMt. Sterling, Ky., Aug. 24.—W. D.
perscnei se empowered. Then
tobacco acreage of three Kentucky boro,
per- nessee river.
Ky.. was _instantly killed yes- Archibald,
haps all will be well and.t
cashier of the defunct
enmmnies
hen perla shown that the esti- terday. A runaway horse hitch
Shelbyville, Ind., Aug 24.—While
The body of Frank Banta was
ed
to
haps
'Wes
it
t
Liber
won't be well.
ty bank, at West Liberty, 3,000 peopl
mated aeeeage, by 'a pecaliar trick of a deliv
e were enjoying the harvburied Wednesday at Carrolton,
ery wagon dashed on the pave Morgan count
Ky.
y, has been arrested on est earni
mattientatics, was incraiord tenfold. ment wher
val in the public square here
He accidently fell from the Cond
e several children were the charge
or
Call For Your Money.
of embezzlement connect- and imme
The "nitillibiki-s" were made by a seaying
nse cloud of crickets apSunilay at Joppa and drowned.
All escaped injury save ed with the
Mr. Mann Clark, who has
failure of the bank. It peared
wernae eke& and rest the produce-re Cham
charg
e
overh
p Carter, whose head
ead
The
and around the elee of the fund*
Lula Warren has been charwas will be remembered that when
for the democratic primany thotiratitle of dollars
the tric lights. The women
cauelvt between the spokes and the bank
tered by the Paducah & Cairo Packe
in the crowd mary held Monday
closed a short time since, com- sough
t
reque
sts the Reg- company
t shelter indoors and in the
body was revolved, breaking her panies
and will enter the trade in
to announce that all officer,
in which Archibald wae said
WANT MATCH
of
tents for a time but were driven Prom the
tseck. Mr. Brannon has
here to he interested had overdraw
election and owners of the,,hotasea a week or MOTC. She is to take the
n about the square. The crick
-vnTrt FITZSIMMONS. several weeks organizing he-en
place of the Dick Fowler.
ets
depos
left
a
seen
it
where
S2o,0
00,
the coolie were kept, can secure
which
closed the institution. after midni
Louisville, Aug. a.4,—Marvin Hart. tszek.
ght. Whence they came their mone
y if they will call' today
the world's Champion has gone to
or whither they went is not known.
August Belmont, Myron T. Herat Bemire drug. store. Seven
Jake Reitman and wife sere shot
Philadelphia. Where he will endeavor
o'clock rick and others
FATAL SHOOTING.
have formed a comand painfully wounded by Reitrnan's
thig evening is the limit and
to secure a match with Fitzsimmons
is the bination of thirty stree
'A St. Petersburg dispstch says the last
Frankfort, Ky., Aug. 24.—In a di; broth
t railway comer
chanc
Louis
e.
while driving across situation
The Cornishman has openly declared -putt over
in the Baltic provinces is
panies and twenty lighting plant
a division Sine near Elm- the Tatter's land
s in
that he wants to meet' Marvelous ville Tnee
near Tailorsport, not improving.
day, Cal Newton shot and Boone count
A social revolutionMrs S. E. Mist, of New York 'City, small cities of Western Penessylvticria
y, Ky. Louis Reitman ley
Marvin. and the themes are that his killed Geor
committee at Riga is said to he was shot
and Eastern Ohio.
ge Smith and fatally c•rossed the Ohio
and killed in a fashionable
river and is-a: at- fomenting
wish will be gratified.
wounded his son, James fl. Smith. !rest
strife and its emissaries district of
ed and lodged in. jail at Delhi, 0.
Chicago by a highwaydefy the efforts of th'e police.
Fire destroyed a business, block
man.
at
Cal., valued at $15o.000
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Only 7 Days More Before Coal Prices Advance
2
Order Now and Save

Cents a 13ushel.

Best Kentucky Lump 1,1 Cents. Best Kentucky
Nut 10 Cents
There's More Heat and Less Dirt and Ashes to
Our Coal Than the Ordinary Coal.

THE WEST KENTUCKY COAL COMPANY
(INCORPORATED.)

BUDD, manager
Second and Ohio Streitts.

•

Both Telephone Numbers 254

lin

en
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Aluminum is now being used we
as a material for toilet artiIdes. It has -advantagea over silver
ha being light in weight and never
tarnishing, while it costa leas and car
be treated in an equally artistio MAUI'
aer, says Boston Budget.
With a can ef deviled ham one can
lirork wonders sontetimes if one lees
• reliable cue to ,begin operations.
For instance, have a small can of if
and mix it through two gin of cream
whipped stiffly,. Add to this, too, a
gill of consomme in which is dur
thrived half au oance or even lees
gelatine. Pot this into pnper eases
or into little (intim molds and set
ea ice for as long a iinie as renew
eery, or longer, and unmold whes
serving.
Old potatoes should always be
paced over the stove in cold water
and new potatoes in boiling water
Let the old potatoes stand in ice wo
ter for an hour es, two after peeling
and before cooking.
Epicurean butter is served with
grilled meats. etc. To make it, put
two tablespoonfuls of fiesh butter
In • small bowl, and work into it
thoroughly with the twilit of a adi
yes' knife a mixture of cayenne,
mined herb powder, minced parsley,
lemon juice and mushroom powder
when this is accomplished, set it on
the ice, and as soon as solid stamp it
Into dainty pats. Dot these about
the meat in serving.
A delicious sandwich is made be
spreading thin ovals of bread with
equal parts of finely chopped celery
and walnut mats, mixed
with
shopped olives and a little 'rayon-Raise.
To stuff an olive, peel the pulp
from the stone spirally, ate one peels
an apple, being careful not to let it
break. Then make a tiny ball of the
filling and fold the strip about it.
Too much baking powder is often
seed in doughnuts and fried drop
sakes, causing the dough to burst out
Is eery irregular bubbles on the
edge, which soak fat and make the
doughnuts heavy and unshapely.
A pare cream of tartar baking pow.
lbw makes the dough rise slowly, an
the gas is not all liberated simply by
moisture. Therefore, if you would
have the best resulta, eithet put the
lekiettft Into an oven of moderate
gather than intense heat, thee they
mity have time to rise before a brown
unmet
termed, or let them stead
Ilm senates to rise, anig Shea pist
them into a hot even.
Creamed chicken or creamed swam&
breads may take the plams of creamed
oysters, and are really mere wholesome and more easily proprared. Parboa the sweetbreads and pick them
apart; to each pail. allow one can of
mushrooms washed and chopped fins.
Stir these into a pint of cream Baum
Where chicken is used, to each three
pounds of chicken that has been most
sarefully boiled and cut into dice ak
low a can of mushrooms and a pint
of cream sauce.
ddligirely

FASHIONABLE FEMININITY.
attractive Features tor Walst• nod
laorra• for Sommer Wear-A
tension of Floanocs.

Aprppos of rev:vale, it may not be
amiss to hint that a return of the
pannier oxerskirt is
persistently
threatened, says a fashion authority.
A very stunning outing hat for
eninmer shows a felt crown and •
Straw brim, both white and trimmed
with a soft Persian silk scarf.
White waists are more to the fore
than ever, and they have embroidery
and lace tucks, and insertions without number.
Mite with a touch of brilliancy
lent by Persian embroideries is •
conspicuous favorite of the best designers, and daring bits of contrast
make a feature of Paris gowns.
Lace flounces are once more the
height of fashion, and handsome
gowns are again made with two or
three of these counted on a satin
eoundation for the skirt.
Red sinus are to enjoy a great
rogue during the coming season.
She; are either shot with white or
base an irregular pattern, are in
two shades of red, or are in red and
black.
There is a new China silk which id
distinguished by perpendicular line.
of open work, like drawn work, with
a dainty interwoven design. This is
especially attractive with yoke and
deep mitten-shaped cuffs of lace, the
hese threaded with nariow velvet rile
bon in any color desired.
This is to be a isenion of ruffles
quite a nurnbee or the new fancy
waists are made with frills down the
front. sometimes a single narrow One
op the edge of the lap, sometimes a
broad ruffle and sometimes two,'and
lacing opposite ways. No full as to
form a jebot and concealing the fate
&ening of the bodice.
weep the Blather Young and gaper.
This charming power to throwaway
for the moment the conditions which
keep us from fun ought not to belong
exclusively to babies. We took outrageolts liberties with mother's sweet
lays when we lay cooing in her arms,
and she was the happiest of women in
pansaciaaeoe. Is it not a pity thet
through our years of neoensary trebling we should forget the trick of
playing with her ty the time we are
'town? No girl, I am sure, ebuld possible misinterpret me into meaning
that we are to turn solos *sadder&
blons into foolish 'it:Houle. What I
realty mean is that many matters
would be liaproved if•sense ofihnmoe
shied its light Upon .heen; and Walesa
host be amoomplialm 4 by etrta.—asir
Led1411101111111
1(1.11%
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IA JUNGLE "INTAIR.'s ANIMAL PSYCHOLOG/1 swim' WIWI TREY

Urnis

REVENG2 OF

ANINALII•

✓ids illoplossolse floistinasist Seems ON
I Staartiar risottos That I. legalese
A COUNTY in southern Intnolaaad
So Woll Developed In Bonsai
La by Rome Toone Toopi• tat
leas than a dewed* ago there .till ro fuevtions Suggested by the Peru.
oaf Thom.
roonoylvonisu
_—
rosined a rural section which the people is
liss Habits of Raccoons,
A number of authentie anecdote,
What seemed to be fragments of• the towns designated as the "Jungle." a term
Shamokin. Pa.. some queer owAt
of contumely handed down from a
Ika-ea been eollected by Le Tour do
magnetic Iron Meteor,which may have when this portion of the oimety was peeled
toms have survived the march of pro
isolated
lesoonded to the earth centuries ago, ti rniaagia l. road. and covered with deems issinions at o bonthorn (Moore*: of roes among the Poles and RIIISIOAIL Mende to illustrate the feet that the
the Ways of the beearingty Lawas discovered the other day by some
Dile of these observenoes la "twitch, seatimeht of revenge is very well de.
The "jungle" fall behind in the
teiligent Little Denisonm
laborers who are excavating' a eellai earth of pregrem. Thi_farm wagon conbig day." It Is a favorite defy for veleped in some animals. Everybody
sn Knickerbocker avenue, at Cornelia veyed the famine to stmesh cei Buidaes whea
et the Woods.
bashful lovers, for swiftness of limb, knows that elephants, for example,
Street, Williamsburg, N. led The like the people on the prided* rode he "whirl
either than eloquence of tongue. °ap- have long memories when they are
•-waszflnal psychology is to be sleuthed, iaries the belles of the oosastatrater, Rubjested to treatment that Hltrta
liovery was midis at a depth of 40 feet, Ingram(' or earned Wages& There wassail
their feelings. Capt. Shipp& of the
It being necessary to remove a hill ss prevaiLins style of architecture, which is still
see, in Paris," said an observant sive an eastern exehange.
frs.guently seen, the square log house erltli
trata- Trench army, discovered this fact to
been
in
test high before the sidewalk levet was one room and
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according
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his sorrow aix weeks after be had
Peached.
The lights streaming through the oast smeq Now Orleans Times-Dernoorat, "and ing for the run of his life, while the
Upon reaching • tan-foot depth la wtadow showed such decorations an the the scientism are going to take the maids adjure oorseta and rub lini- given an elephant a sandwich sprinthe cellar excavation the men came • as•shotgun sad rifle, the here pow- subject up in a systematic way. That ment out their kneecaps every nkrh4 kled with cayenne pepper. The cap.
Ipoa the hard substance, and at first der flask and hunting pouch, and trophies is a good plan. It is a broad field, and OM wooing slumber.
Finally the tam n had almoet forgotten the ince
believed it nothing but solid rock. Its di the hunt, while on einterevenings the research along these lines will no morning of "switahling day" arrive,. dent when he next saw the animal
extraordinary weight, however, med. grieving firelight Sean the cavernous Are doubt be productive of much interest. The man sees before him all the maid- and attempted to caress him: but the
them examine it more closely, and *m threw shadows in and out among the lug data. Heretofore what scientists ens of hi. village. He May take hi. elephaet, recognizing the practiced
when they cut into a large pleas of festoons, of mem*, a dried pumpkin, and have said along this line, and in fact peak. All he must go is to catch and joker, mmIdenly absorbed a quantity
"middlin's" suspend from the rafters.
Ike matter they found the interior was --Trike-hosorio.whieirgeobe was
water the one of dirty water from a puddle near-by
hers all they have learned, has been of a switch and dealt with
a solid mass of iron ore beneath a stood in • small sileased space in the heart theoretical nature, an it may be said ei his choice—the maid whom he and diffused it over the officer's uni'striate several inches deep of hard- of the lea"' Mese she grew to wonmer that animal psychology has not passed would have for his wife. If she is form.
Griffith, the historian, tells.* story
ened yellow clay.
hood with he wider eeperience with the oefe beyond the pertly experimental stage. looter of toot then he and escapes
The search was extended fdrthone aide world than the weekday walk to the
-Darwin came nearer formulating she la tree. If the mem is beloved cd of two Indian elephautil at the siege
tad the men cams upon a perfectly aearest village, and an annual journey to the an exact hypothesis the' any other Ma quarry she seldom seta away, of Bnrtpore. Water was scarce and
formed ape's head and also a ram's sounty seat in fair time.
scientist when he took up the study of though hia feet are sled in Lades ln great demand, which gave unusual
Her first hardship earn. to her at thee&
value to a well that had not dried up
best. Ali the matter was turned over
the emotions and the means of ex- oboes.
of six, when she most trudge each
to Frank N. Schell, the contrsotor, le miles to the district school. Butday los pressing them, but even this splendid
"Switching day* at Shamokin he One day, just as • small elephant and
*shod
who will transfer the relics to some days in the "jangle" were soon °Taint/le boys. treatise is lacking in that definite data Mester Sunday, when ail the lads and It. driver were leaving the well, the
museum.
getting the most of the "schoolin' became which would piece animal psychology lames of the ementry round about animal carrying *pail of water,•very
"It appears to me," said Mr. !ft:Th.1C the girls material pied had no ass for It, among the so-called exact sciences. gather at the town for the manual Large sad strong elephant seised the
'that when this meteor fell, perbppe There were no bachelor maids in the "jam But it has occurred to me that a busy, meeting. A girl's starting to run is pail and drank the water. The small..
centuries ago, it struck the eat lilt, els." Marriage was a certainty about wheel bustling center of population, where accepted as a token that she Is not elephant, conscious of his inferior
a shower of hailstones would. That the could be so doubt.
one may find so much that is artiticial, averse to her pursuer. The yotath's etrength, showed no resentment but
Hater Lane being what the natives(4 the
the pieces are all ancient is oddest "jungle
" celled • "good, smartlirl.". it AO muc-h that is out of harmony with start Is accepted as a propomal, sod bided his time. One day he saw his
from the hard yellow clay wIfich seise was expected she would
the natural order of things, would no matter what misfortune may he enemy standing broadside by u well.
make a good m
mounts each piece."
his quarry he must provide.for her The little fellow suddenly rushed forU the Lane home was more picturesque not be the place to prosecute in an
ward with all the energy at his comthan some of its neighbors it was because intelligent and satisfactory way • all the days of his future life
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Hester's hand trained the morning glory itudy of this interesting subject.
Pathetic Indeed was the illnirtratios mand, butted the big one on the side
vines over the window in summer and hid
in the case of Susan Maze and Vaintiled him over into the well.
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door.
Besides
The navy department is proviitag
learned by the method which has been blue. She was crowned with golden Voce salad which no elephant has any
some of the warships with a new life Hester had pieged more patchwork quilta
adopted by European scientists.
ea the long winter evenings than any
hair, which grew in dainty eaglets use for. The animal was rather glove
raft, says a Washington special to girl in „the "jungle," where • featherother
"In the southern part of the United stomp wpon her head. Miss lianbelt La anger amid he had not tally decided
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the New York World. It emulate of and bedding and a cow was the dowry every States
these scientists might find much had more suitors than she weld so to be mad till a half hour had elapsed.
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A British magasin• tein awhile
'jungle" and could set off ten acres Instance, when he feigns death, shows giving o her promise.
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Mies lianbok untfil admen on the me ago, of a milkman's dog that was the
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intelligence sent festival occasion had succeeded terror of all smaller caaisen as his
which is suspended a wooden slatted ter took "Jim" and tee wedding day ens sapposedly higher. Take
the raccoon. In outdistancing all her punmers. was a fighter and never mimed •
bottom. The netting is suspended set for Octorber.
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tea Leather Layestiloa.
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John Headrieknos. • breeder St
fancy cattle, mostly Guernseys and
Jerseys, living near Pleasent Valley,
on the Cocheeston turnpike from
White Lake to Newburg, N. Y., resently found four of his !Meet young
heifers Is.the field, all riddled with
charges of buckshot, which had eso.
bred the bodies just behind the fore
leg.
Neighbors reported that hunters
from New York, who had been staying at White Inks. had passed over
his farm in quest a partridge, and
that 'throe had been heard in the
rieinity'od the field where tha settle
were at pasture.
The dead heifers were the finest
specimens of the Hendrickson herd,
and it occurred to the owner as he
was examining the wounds that
killed them that they bore a strong
resemblance to does by reason of
their delicately formed timbal.
Be
was seised with the idea that thty
had been mistakes for leer by the
linters.
Hendrickson west to White Lake,
but found that the three men he
wanted had gone. He ascertained
their names and addressee in New
York and after coessiderable difficulty
located them. He haa just returned
after seeing them, and as • result
of his visit he to $500 richer than
whim he went te the softy.
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A charming evening ga„,...s for
The dawn of November 1, calm and
young girl is of rich miroir satin. fair and beautiful, was like
many
aowadaya of being taxed financially,
veiled with either white, gokl
col- lovely mornings of Octeber. Nature
ored net, showing a cialicaee design of had not marked off any sudden WEI Ask Cesarean km $10,000 See His but an army of men in the employ
of Uncle Sam are burdened with a
raimeee et Prehensile,Test and
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on in a studied careless Little birds sang cheerily on bush and
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the world. Things that a railway
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brier; the squirrels hustled akerut
Secretary Wilson, of the departmeal postal clerk must remember have inSome ingenious mortal has Intro among the fallen leaves
etc, etc.
for the tooth*Need an effective novelty this season, some chestnut and
at agrioulture, is determined to re creased in such volume that one would
the rabbits
Mrs interest In the cultivation of silb think every cell of his brain would
namely, black velvet roses, about the scampered throug
h rustling dews worms
*ad mulberry trees in tht be filled with the name of a post office
size of the palm of one's head, ready sad sheltering eepse
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protection, euys the New York Time&
develop
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through which the material can be
to
culture In the falter under the pressure. Despite
silk
Thus it seemed in the heart of naUnited States for a preliminary test tljeser facts easestof insanity among
& Jackson Ste. phone 237
drawn. These roses make the most ture, but not
thus was it in the heart
this class of public servants are rare,
effective sort of decoration.
& Clay Sts.. phone 311.
of man. The writer had just turned sad investigation, will be spent with says
the Chicago Record-Herald,
a view of interesting every man and
The bridal robes of one of the brides over in
bed for that hour of sweet
One Chicago postal clerk maintained
woman in the ootaitry who has some
of this season was made with a chif- sleep which
la said to enhance the atfor several years a record of 21,005
7. K. Hendrick,
fon coat, tucked all over, meeting e tractiv
J. 0. Miller
eness of noble features, when, ewe time for the work lathe planting cards (which
takel the place of letters
ef mulberry trees and the care of silk
yoke of lace and lace sleeves a lace bangi bang!
came a shocking sound worms.
a examinations) with an average per
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of July?
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ax 3 to 21g South Third Bt. fame lies in the fact that he is with- something newer in the line of jeweiry
sonal abuse, in both choice and to take hold of the experiment and some of the exapina
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do much lo a short time in educating
broken English, the intruder left and
quired to make a Chicago city distriformer on the violin since boyhood., their attention to the Russian produethe people in silk culture.
an
attempt was made to catch the inand his skill was such that he was in lions. The costliness of these articles,
'190 far as I am concerned, I know bution, which means that while runterrupted nap.
milk culture can be made a success in ning over the country at the rate of a
demand at every country dance in which are truly works of art, is suffiBut, alas, the battle was on! The
this country. People laughed at me mile a minute he must distribute letthat part of the country.
Several cient guarantee that they will not be- entire German populat
ion of Gutten- when I said the beet
come
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year. ago he was caught is • bilesugar industry ters to the carriers of the Chicago deberg, Union Hill and Jersey City had
would be it success, but it lea success, livery. He must know not only where
yard and both bends were so badly and variety of design win appreciation
so9 1-2 North Fourth Street, Upetairs frozen that they were amputated at from all lovers of exquisite ornaments. taken to the field. Men, dogs and and the total yield this year will be every public building and leading mere
Incrustations of lace are gaffing in guns wand apace. By nine o'clock 1100,000 tons of sugar. We are grow- %utile house is located, but also how
the wrist. Supposing that his adfavor
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McPherson Says
TEN PER CENT OF THE MOSQUITOES IN PADUCAH ARE
ANOPHELES, OR THE KIND
THAT CARRY THE MALARIA
GERM. YOU SHOULD EXERCISE EVERY MEANS POSSIBLE
TO KEEP YOUR
CHILDREN,
:YOURSELF, OR ANY MEMBER
OF YOUR FAMILY FROM BEING
BITTEN BY THIS DANGEROUS
INSECT.

ABOUT THE PEOPLE THE KENTUCKY POPULAR WANTS

TELEPHONE 548.
bliss Fannie Ciarney is visiting Mrs.
WANTED—First-class cook for
E. Keegan, in Hopkinsville.
smelt family. Inquire at 408 WashMrs. Nancy Walston and family
ington street.
THE DRINK YOU WANT IS THE DRINK THAT
tf
visited relatives at Dexter, Ky., for
several days.
QUEN
CHES THIRST, COOLS THE BODY, TONES
'WANTED: Six colored waiters.
HARPY DULL INTRODUCES
Misses Ruby and Willie Winn have
UP
THE
SYSTEM AND MAKES YOU FRESH AND
Enquitte of Mrs. Katie Craig, at Fifth
TWE
returned to their home in Mayfield
and Jefferson.
FRISKY AS A KITTEN.
after a visit to Miss Mary Louise
Roberts.
WANTED--White girl to do genAAP AVE aZ4r,d74i4'Y /N THE
Miss CarnIcon Born has returned
eral housework. Call'at 319 Clark
TOPSY TURVY MUSICAL COMEDY street or telephone 1583.
to her home in Waco, Tex., after a
IS GUARANTEED TO KEEP cisit to the family of Mr. Jake Weil.
IN THREE ACTS.
FOR SALE—Store window and
THEM OFF. IT IS PUT UP IN
Mrs. Sarah Sanfield, of Mound City
door frames. Can be seen at 317
Ill., is the guest of Miss Isabella Own Scenery.
TWO SIZES, xoc AND 25c.
Broadway. Phone 1715 for prices.
Hutchinson.
Own Songs.
MANUFACTURED ONLY AT
Mrs. J. Frautham and niece, Miss Own Dance..
FOR RENT—Furnished MOMS
Mary Engl.:art, have returned from a Own 'Music.
IS THE PUREST, MOST DELICIOUS BEER ON TAP
within
three blocks of Fourth and
Own Ideas.
visit to Mound City, 111.
ANYWHERE. IT'S MADE FROM CAREFULLY SEBroadway. Ring old phone 613-4.
Miss Ruth Baynham, of nayfield,
LECTED MALT AND HOPS, BY THE MOST PERMore Catchy Music.
is here on a visit.
NNIANTED—To rent a a-room
FECT MODERN BREWING SYSTEM.
Dr P. H. Stewart has returned More Pretty Girls.
house or flat for small family. Old
More Artistic Dancing.
EVERY DROP IS A DROP OF KEEN DELIGHT.
Prescriptions called for and deliv- from Chicago.
'phone 630. MRS. J. K. LEMON.
More
Bright
Mr.
Robert
Comedy
Zimmer, of Columbus,
.
ered to any part of the city.
More Originality.
Ky., is in the city.
Phones No. 180.
FOR RENT—Three downstairs
Mr. and Mrs. Ben D. Williams, of More Big Laughs.
rooms,
electric lights, gas, hydrant
Cce. 4th and Broadway,
Kansas City, Mo., are here on a More Good Plot.
and cistern water. Apply 513 North
visit.
PADUCAH,
KENTUCKY.
Sixth.
Than any other Musical Comedy
Mr. 'Ben Reed, of Louisville, has
—ON THE ROAD.—
returned home after a visit 'here.
FOR RENTA store house and
Friday Morning, Aug. 25, 1905.
.M11-9. Viola Johnston, of Mohler„ Prices: 25c, 50C and
75c.,
residen
ce above, aetto3 South Third
emer(es.
Ala., who has been visiting Mr. and
Seats on sale Monday at g a. m.
street. Apply at 705 Kentucky
Mrs. Y..A. Hutchinson, has gone to
avenue.
Berton for a. visit.
visit
her
brother
,
Rev.
John CunMrs. C. E. Whitesides, who was
FOR RENT—A seven room house
taken
with congestion Wednesday, ningham.
next to dirtig store, Third and JackMrs.
M.
G.
Wilson,
THE FOLLOWING SUBSCRIBERS OF THE FOLSOIIEDA
of Mechanicsis much better.
LE
burg, has gone to Lyon county to son street. Sewer and gas connec- TELEPHONE CO. CAN BE REAC
Dr.
H.
F.
William
HED BY OUR SUBSCRIBERS.
son has returned
The Kentucky Realty Co., tog Fration. Db A. Yeiser.
visit
her
mother,
Mrs.
UNTIL
FURTHER NOTICE NO CHARGE WILL BE MADE FOR
Dupriest.
from Louisville.
ternity Building. Old phone .85t.
Mr. and Mks. Frank G. Schmidt
THIS SERVICE.
Mr. W. J. Dickie and Mr. R. B.
—The L. A. L. baseball club will
FOR SALE—Sideboard, refrigerahave returned from a visit to Hengo to Benton today to play the crack Black have returned from an extend- dterson.
tor, gas range, one set dining chairs Anderson, Crawbard.
GiBson, N. A.
Russel, Wm.
ed
tour
the
of
East
and Canada.
team of that place. Benton defeated
Mk. and) Mrs. James Herring are and shade's. Apply to Dr. P. H. Albritton, E. W.
Rust, G. W.
Green, Dr.
Architect B. B. Davis, of Louisthem in a previous game.
Allcook, Oliver.
visiting here from Memphis, Mr. Her- Stewart, 623 Jefferson street.",
Shelton, Dr.
Hodges, N: A.
—Mr. Chas. Nicholson a big tobac- ville, returned home today after a ring is
Barton'
&farrot.
a
well
known
Simmons, Sephous.
N. C. & St. L.
co dealer of Mayfield, was in the city short business trip here. He came in enginee
Jones, Q. L.,
WANTED—Boy of from 12 to 15 Baldree, Chas.
r and formerly made Paducah
Thomas, L.
yesterday, looking after his loss in yesterday morning.
years of age to work in office. Ilsldree, J. R.
Mason, L. H.
Ibis
borne.
Thomas, H. K.
Judge B. C. Parsons and Mr. Elthe warehouse fire Wednesday night.
Mason, Dick.
The Sinithland Banner of the 24th Chance for promotion. Address' in 13:.rger,•lishivard.
Thomas, Dr.
He had about too hogsheads of tobac liott Wadsworth, of Boston, Mlass., says:
own handwriting, H. E. F., care of CrVIM1,6* B.
Monroe
, J. W.
Mrs.
Frank
Thompson, J. T.
Rieke, Miss Florare in the city to complete the details
ev burned in the tire.
CrOss, W. A.
Murphy, A. H.
ence Dawson, Miss Margery Sayre Register office.
Tompson, R.
of the public properties deal.
Davis, Alec.
Nestler, John.
Thompson, Hazard.
Mr. and Mrs. H. S. Wells left and Master Lynn Boyd, of Paducah,
DETECTIVES AFTER COLEMAN
WANTED—Men to learn barber Donovan, J. A.
Otey, Dr.
who have spent the past two weeks
Thompson, Thomas,
last night for a trip to Michigan.
trade. Few weeks completes. Po- Dossett, G. W.
Otey,
enjoyin
B.
g
the
Townsend, H. M.
Echo
Springs, returned sitions
Mr. L. P. Head has returned
Still He Protests Innocence and
guaranteed. Top wages paid Fristoe, R. H.
Parrot, Arcian.
Walters, Lee.
from Denver, Col., where he attend- home yesterday.
Wants to Be Released.
graduates. Can earn expenses be- Fry, J. W.
Pryor,
J. S.
Wirford, J. B.
ed the grand lodge of Eagles.
1 fore finishing. Write today. MO- Garton, B. F.
Quisenberry, J. L.
Watkins, J. T.
Mrs. Herman Friedman and son
Two detectives arrived in the city
LER BARBER
COLLEGE, St. Garton, W. A.
Rives, S. 0.
Whiteenseee, R. W.
yesterday from New Orleans and left have returned from Chicago.
Louis, Mo.
Mrs. Armour Gardner and son,
WE ARE ADDING MANY NEW CITY SUBSCRIBERS
iast :night for Frankfort to secure
TO
OUR
LIST. IF YOU CANXIOT FIND THE ONE YOU WANT
requisition papers for the return, to Mr. Charies Cox, left for Dawson
FOR SALE—A two-story frame
yesterd
ay.
CALL
that state eV Walter Coleman, who
CHIEF OPERATOR
dwelling, seven rooms, haft recepBOARD AT
Miss, Alude. Lugenhill has return- SCHOOL
LAST tion hall, hot and cold water, gpnod
was arrested here as being a fugitive
NIGHT'S MEETING CHOSE
ed to .heir`borne in Louisville after a
from justice.
out buildings, tact yard with shade
FOUR.
Yesterday Hal S. Corbett, attorney visit tca alatives here.
trees. Wil sell on terms to reit purMiss - VVillie Lamb, secretary of the
for Coleman, tiled a motion asking
chaser. Price reasonable. Apply at
that a new hearing be granted.. The Women's ;Foreign Mission society,
924 North Seventh street. New
motion will be argued this morning of Louisville, is visiting relatives There Are Still Two Vacancies in phone No. 63o.
Teachers Corps Which Will Be
before Judge Cross, of the city court. here.
Hon. G. P. Thomas, oil Cadiz, was
Filled Soon.
Coleman protests his innocence of
Will Be Ready by September 15.
belonging to the gang of robbers who in the city yesterday.
i
Miss Altna Kopf is visiting in
operated on box cars in the South
..
The books for the city assessment
and says when tried he will be exon- Shawribetoiren, Ill.
The board of education of tire pubwill be ready by September 15 and
Bettie
Miss
Hawkin
s returned yes- Sic schools held a meeting last
erated,
night City Assessor W.
terday from a visit to Dyersburg, at their session room
S. Dick will be pre
in the High paced.
to receive, the assessment of
Tenn.
school building. It was a regular
Resent the Interference.
all preperty owners. The law preMr. Salem Cope has returned from gathering.
There ha-. been no appointment of
scribes that property owners shall go
the two extra policemen by the board a visit to relatives in Fulton, Ky.
'Among much routine or regular to the
assessor's office and give their
Captain Henry Smith has'gone to business
of police and fire commissioners. The
consickerele and chspoded of fist instead
of the asses-or going
council at its meeting last Monday Bowling Green, Ky., on business:the board heard the report of the out
Ater
them.
Mrs.
Emma
Hart
and
Miss
night passed an ordinance providing
Julia superintendent of buildin
gs, Ur.
for the two extra officers. The po- Hart have gone to Evansville for a Hnyer, and
also discussed the buying
ODD FELLOWS BARBECUE
lice commissioners say that they do ten days' stay.
of coal for the schools for the winter.
Mr. Fred McKnight left yesterday
The
Illinois Central railroad comnot intend to appoint the officers as
In disposing of the former matter
pany will sell tickets to Boaz, Ky .
they are not needed. One of the for Lambert, Miss., where he has ac- the report
was received and filled and
return for 6o cents on local train
members of the board stated yester- cepted a position.
and relative to the purchasing of coal
Mr.
C.
leaving near Broadway and Eleventh
A.
Wilson,
of Mayfield. is the secretary
day that they could attend to their
was ordered to adver- street
at 7 a. m. Saturday, August 26,
own business regarding the police- in the city.
tise for bids for furnishing the supMr.
returning on train leaving Boaz at 4
and
Mrs. T. A Baker left yes- ply
men and did not need any advice
needed.
terday for a month's visit to Bowling
p. m. same day.
from the council.
The secretary read the resignation
Green, Ky., and other iplaces.
G. C. WARFIELD, Ticket Agent.
of Miss Ida Rebout as a teacher in
Mr.
J.
Roy
T. DONOVAN, Agent
Cully
is
confine
d
lir
to
Was Settled Satisfactorily.
his
the schools, she annomacing that she
• The talked of suit of Carat R. B. borne on Madison street with an atWas resigning to go to Chattanooga,
PLAIN
Davis against the 'Bios building com- tack of chills and fever.
LACE
CURTAINS,
Tenn.,
to accept a place there. The LAUNDERED.
Mr.
and
Mrs. W. C. Scofield and
mittee, for breach of contract relaAT 25 CENTS A
resigna
tion
was
accepted.
PAIR; FANCY, 35 CENTS. BLANjive 'to the drawing of plans for the Miss Sue Nelson have returned from
This sweeling the vacancies in the KETS, 25 AND 35 CENTS A PAIR
liege Elk traikling, is off. Yesterday Chicago and other points north,
Miss Mable Goagis, 06 Henderson, teachers corps to six the board took WE GUARANTEE NOT TO TEAR
wisile Capt. Davis was here he met
the committee and their differences is visiting Misses Nell and Mary up the matter of filling the same and THE FINEST CURTAINS MADE.
having several applications, on the
independent Company's Exchange Connection
PAD. TOILET SUPPLY CO.
were adjusted to the satisfaction of Barry.
Had Straw and Robert Hayden, recommendation of the conunittee in
Old Phone !ars.
all the interested parties.
Discontinued.
Jr, were in the city last night.
charge, proceeded to make choice
Miss
therefr
Annie
om. Four new teachers were
Morgan, of Benton, is
RUBBER TIRES.
BUILDING FOR SALE.
For cards, until September tst, I
Bids for the building isew occupied the guest of Mrs. W. I. Foster, of chosen, leaving still two vacancies, as
folkows: Miss Virginia Cosby, Miss will reel:gibber vehicles with first-class
by John B. Terrell as a -.table on South Fourth street. '
H.
A.
-Edina
Fruitat
Barrett, W. E. Everett and 0. International solid two-wire !libber
na,
Murray
of
was
,
Fifth street will be received by the
here yesterday enroute to Cerulean R. Tatsvrakl.
tires at to per cent, discount from
undersigned, until Sept. 5.
Springs.
The board also took up the matter regular prices. J. V. GREIF, Mansi
G. R. DAVIS,
Mr. Cheeky C. lierndon, of Nash- of electing janitors for the SC120019 ager, 319 Kentucky avenue.
Pres. Elks' Building Ass'n.
vilee, will arrive today to visit his and on the report of the committee
For Sale.
Rey Morgan and wife have return- parents, Capt. and Mrs. Thomas on supplies, made the selections and
FOR YOUR DI,NNEill
Herndon.
fixed the salaries, as follows:
For sale. Stock of groceries at coted from a visit to Benton.
35e
EVERY DAY EXCEPT SUNDAY.
(Mr. Lists Harbour has gone to
Washington building, Silas Key 1, ter Ninth and Tennessee. Will ex"Va..V
INTIL a P.M.
Bellbteckle. Tenn., to re-enter schoel. salary, $75 a monitt.
change for real estate or cash or note
DINItt
SUNDAY, WINE INCLUDED 50e. 12:30 to a.
lt
Mr. G. W. Landrum letturned to
Jefferson building, May Conyer, with security.
Smitblandi yesterday.
salary $35 a Mouttt
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
Mr. Willie Smith. of Lamont, was
Leg building, David Albritton, ssilFrank Just has added a handA CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
in the city yesterday.
ary $35 a month.
some suite of bath 'rooms to his tonA PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
Mb-. V. S Griffith, of Benton,. sras
Lincoln building, Henri, Moore, sorial parlor.
Fine shower and
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU- in the city yesterday.
salary $35 a month.
needle baths, 525 Broadeeay, next
BLES.
Dr. P. W. McKeei, of Wingo, was
MkKinky building, Henry Jones, door to the Register office.
GENERAL INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE AGENCY. SPECRLES AND WILL RESTORE THE in the city yesterday.
salary $25 a month.
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PERAttorney Mike Oliver, of Ilentot,
Franklin building, Missouri Stone, Three persons were killed and two IAL ATTENTION TO ALL CLASS OF GUARANTY
BONDS.
FECT HEALTH.
is in the city.
salary. $35 a nxinth.
engines were demolished in a wreck
DON'T
YOUR
ASK
FRIE
NDS—
WE
FURNI
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
SH
SECURITY.
'Mrs. D. A. .Meachtam and son, AuGarfield building, Charles Noel. on the Union Pacific railroad near
STORES.
brey, wilt leave Monday for Cadiz to salary $35 a month.
Roseville. Kan.
OLD PHONE NO. sos.
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